
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   

Our company offers Murphy Bed’s  that are custom designed to fit the needs of your 
home. They combine style and are a great way to utilize any space.  From country 
cottages, to suburban houses, to downtown condos, everyone can use a little more 
space.  We offer endless possibilities to maximize every square foot in any space.  A 
guest room?  Home office?  Play room?  A Murphy wall bed can transform your space 
allowing one room to serve many purposes.  By day, our murphy wall bed systems offer 
features like desks or shelving systems.  By night, they transform into quality, 
comfortable beds for your family or guests. 
 
A Murphy Bed, also known as a wall bed, is an American invention by William L. Murphy 
(1876–1959).  It’s bed frame is mounted to the floor not the cabinet. This allows the bed 
to store vertically against the wall, or inside a closet or cabinet.  Cabinets  are made on a 
custom basis so the possibilities are endless. They are made from a variety of woods or 
can be painted to add a fun theme to any room.  Wall beds are used for space-saving 
purposes.  Murphy beds are not only popular where floor space is limited, such as small 
homes or apartments, but they are also found in larger homes to increase the useable 
space when a bedroom is only occasionally needed.  Wall bed units can include many 
options such as lighting, storage cabinets, drawers and office components. Today murphy 
beds enjoy a new found popularity helping us all to beautifully enhance our living 
spaces.  



Alder beds open/closed 

Alder beds  showing 2 side cabinets with drawers and shelving on 1 side 
and cupboards and shelving on the other side. Bed cabinet has raised 
panels and bead board trim doors. 



Office by day/ Guest room by night 



Children’s Room Ideas 

Have fun designing the perfect Murphy bed for your home. These beds 
can be taken with you if you move or left in the home for added value. 



                                          Custom Design = Endless Possibilities 
We will work with you to design a custom murphy wall bed system that is tailored to 
your personal taste and will provide an innovative, stylized solution to maximize your 
available space. 

Door Styles & Finishes Frames Mattresses 

Crown Moulding Hardware Lighting 



Call us or fill out a contact form on our 
website and we will be in touch with 

you. 
Thank you and we look forward to 

helping you design the perfect Murphy 
Wall bed for your home! 


